. Phenome biological coherence using shared Interpro protein domains. Panel layout is analogous to Figure 2 in the main text. All major effects detected using GO analysis (Figure 2 , main text) are reproduced. Under-annotation has a clear detrimental effect on the HPO data set, as the POSSUMsupplemented feature lists (purple) score higher than the strictly OMIM-based feature lists (blue), The same applies to the POSSUM and Orphanet data sets (upper right panel). The HPO's deep ontology is also beneficial relative to a simplified version (purple boxes), and Orphanet's "Very Frequent" features contain most of the important phenotype information (compare the various yellow boxes). Smaller effects, such as the benefit of frequency weighting on full Orphanet feature lists (lower left panel), and I.D.F. weighting (lower right panel), are lost or less visible than with GO analysis. Figure 2 in the main text. Note the large variation in fold change over random expectation across randomization trials (Y-axis). A few outliers were excluded from each of the plots in order to prevent excessive compression of the Y-axis. Patterns are similar to those seen with Interpro and KEGG data, but variance is far higher. Major effects such as effect of under-annotation, importance of high penetrance features and beneficial effect of comprehensive feature ontologies are apparent, though the latter has a P-value marginally above 0.05. As with both preceding measures, smaller effects such as those of Orphanet frequency weighting and I.D.F. weighting are lost or less visible. Also, with this measure HPO ontology simplification virtually eliminates the benefits of OMIM supplementation with POSSUM annotation (left purple box and blue boxes). For each row, the cell with the highest value is shaded green and that with the lowest is shaded red. GO has the highest coverage both in terms of number of disease genes and number of functional links (annotated GO terms) per disease gene. The vast majority of disease genes in all data sets have GO annotation (compare with Table 1 in main text). Interpro disease gene coverage is also high, but there are relatively few links (shared domains) between them. KEGG has the lowest coverage of disease genes, containing fewer than half of them for each data set -though the connectivity between them is somewhat higher (esp. number of disease genes per pathway). The number of genes per link is always 2 for PPIs, as they are binary interactions; overall connectivity is lowest for this data type.
1 Including GO term ontological ancestors as well as the directly annotated GO terms (in parentheses).
2 The PPI data were assembled from several published sources and included almost 200000 interactions between almost 13700 proteins, either detected in human material or mapped from other species (I. Sama, manuscript in preparation). *516020 CYTOCHROME B OF COMPLEX III; MTCYB;;COMPLEX III, CYTOCHROME B SUBUNIT;;UBIQUINONE-CYTOCHROME C OXIDOREDUCTASE, CYTOCHROME B SUBUNIT *516030 COMPLEX IV, CYTOCHROME C OXIDASE SUBUNIT I; MTCO1;;CYTOCHROME C OXIDASE I; COI *516050 CYTOCHROME C OXIDASE III; MTCO3;;COMPLEX IV, CYTOCHROME C OXIDASE SUBUNIT III; COIII *600003 CALCIUM CHANNEL, VOLTAGE-DEPENDENT, BETA-2 SUBUNIT; CACNB2;;CA(V) BETA-2; CAVB2;;MYASTHENIC SYNDROME ANTIGEN B; MYSB;;LAMBERT-EATON MYASTHENIC SYNDROME ANTIGEN 
